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Receatly a new electromagnetic

mode in a non-blaxwellian high-beta

plasma was detected in an experiment

[]by Urrutia and Stenzel [1]. This pa- the frequency

sion theory of а lúaxwellian plasma

predicts that right-hand circularly

polarized waves are evanescent below

per presents the corresponding

theory.

Introduction

Experimental evidence was recent-

ly given for a new electromagnetic

mode below and above the electron

cyclotron frequency Cóce propagating

parallel to an external magnetic

field in a high-beta plasma contai-

ning a group of energetic field-

aligned electrons [i]. The experi-

mant was performed in a large dis-

charge plasma (ne — 10 cm , M?e —

T ev, B o « 9 G, i ^ e / O ) c e - 150).

Density and velocity of the energe-

tic electrons were nfe = 0,01 n e,

u - 4,4* 10 cm/a, respectively. The

mode which satisfies approximately

the dispersion lav/ 00= ku was found

to be right-hand circularly polari-

zed and waa observed in the frequen-

cy ranee 0<tü<3,5O>0e. Thus, it

could not be interpreted as a whist-

lsr, whose frequency is confined to

values below it) and which exhibits
C6

left-hand circular polarization.

Therefore, the theory of beam-modi-

fied whi.itler modes and beam-induced

inatabil-_ties (see, for example, [2])

docn not apply to thin сазе. Disper-

1/2

ce
(W, - Ш. in a dense plasma).

Theory

A theoretical access to the new

mode is provided by simply allowing

for right-hand polarization ih the

theory of electromagnetic wave pro-

pagation in non-Uaxwellian plasmas

developed in [2]. We start with the

well-known dispersion equation for

electromagnetic modes propagating

parallel to the external magnetic

field * -о

á v „ j д . ^
0

(1)

= c
2
k

2 -Cü2 -

60- kv to„

where standard notations have been

used. ^(VJJ.V^) is the aero-order

electron velocity distribution func-

tions ion motion is ignored. The two

signs at i(Joe refer to the two types

of polarization (upper/lower sign:

left-hand/right-hand circular pola-

risation). V/e specify fQ to be compo-

sed of a Uaxwellion distribution

with isotropic temperature represen-

ting the main plasma and a shifted

bi-Uaxwellian distribution гергеаеи-
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tiag the beam:

^2 +

"bil b l

with vT = l/ 2kTe/m,

r ^

the temperature of the main plasma

and the beam temperatures parallel

and perpendicular to B Q, respecti-

vely. The dispersion relation then

becomes

) a c2k2 -CO2 -Cup*

00+ACCO? OJi ) + A /Zü+W

lev-
b | |

-ku

iv:Ън

where A ^ 7 (3)

is the anisotropy coefficient and 2

is the plasma dispersion function.

Results

The above dispersion equation

has been solved for a){ complex,

Re Cd>0) as function of к (real)

taking the lower sign at 6O„
e
, i.e.,

for right-hand circular polarization.

She plasma parameters have been cho-

sen in accordance with the experi-

ment, fig. 1 presents solutions for

two beam velocities (u=4,2«10 em/g

(a), u*5,25'10
8
cm/s (b)). The points

are experimental, taken front [i].

As may be seen from this figure,

there exists a weakly damped beam-

dominated mode whose phase velocity

is given in good approximation by

This relation results from setting

the expression íú - ku + O) c e equal

to zero, which appears as denomina-

tor in the beam contribution to the

plasma dielectric in the cold beam

limit. The mode occurs preferential-

ly in a high-beta plasma: keeping

the density ratio п
тУ

п
о constant,

the damping increases with decrea-

sing beta. The same is true when the

isotropic beam temperature ia increa-

sed. For the beam velocity u=4,2 •

10
8
cm/s (mu

2
/2 = 49 eV) which was

realized in the experiment, the dis-

percion theory predicts 3omenhat

lower frequencies than observed. A

better fitting is achieved for а 2ОЛ

higher beam velocity (u=5,25«1O cm/s).

There is a second mode with lower

phase velocity and stronger damping,

not shown in the figure. Por aniso-

tropic beam temperatures (T„,> S^ )

the damping rate is reduced but the

mode does not become unstable.

0 QS 1,0 7,5

i'ig. 1 ojCg

V/e finally point to the fao« that

this beam-induced mode may contri-

bute to the magnetic fluctuations

both in the magnetosphere and the
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up and downstream region of the
earth bow shock. The latter aspect
has already been discussed in f3j•

Conclusion
Dispersion theory confirmee the

existence of a right-hand circularly
polarized node propagating parallel
to an external magnetic field in a
high-beta plasma containing field-
aligned energetic electrons.
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